
Rhonda, internal monologue during picnic, watches Rosellsn (who can't have baby 

without medical tinkering) and Charlene (who won't have baby until she and Owen 

arb through with Fort Peck?).** 

or just: One can't, and one won't# 



Owen (and Charlene?) wonder if things are okay between Neil & &osellen? 



see details of Janet Kreft letters in “Glasgow bgnd” 
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target practice scene: 

(See Robert Elliott FHS card in Neil/Phoebe file) 

target is dynamite cap on stump. Neil/Phoebe and Bruce/Rhonda are the shooters, 

somewhere along bank of the Missouri; stumps maybe left from steamboat woodhawk 
cutting? Just the four of them, on an outing. 

—using a .22 which had been run over by car; left leaning against burner by 
Bruce, car ran over it and bent the barrel, to fury of Hugh etc. Bruce insouciantly 
straightened the barrel by sticking it into bumper and bending it back, somehow 

getting it just right, so that the rifle shoots at least as well as before. 

—The surprise winner, hitting the cap and blowing the stump into slivers, is 
Rhonda. 

—picnic along w/ this? 

—weather 

—time of year 



the cable-silk of a spiderweb (conquered the air,.* Conquering air. 



DuPont Spinner Sportsmen's Club—fish dynamiters 

—in tributary creeks? picnic scene? 

—have everybody happily excited about the trove of dynamited fish? 
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"I hate to interrupt genius at work." 

“Oh, go ahead.” 



"Can't stand prosperity, huh? In that case, I *m game to take your money •’* 



So you think you have the bragging rights to that? 

Strange how people who hadn't yet been to Alberta and Manitoba thought they 
had bragging rights to those places. 



"About to famish?" 

"Pretty damn close 



Gonna be a dilly, I can see that 



(contest of some kind?) "Here’s one." 

"Think we can?” 

"Don’t see why not* Here, you... 



•'Chiles play#*' (someone says of something easy; Darius abt the damwork?) 

‘ cjbjAiQ, 



the breeze road (use it about someone hoboing; "traveling the breeze road", maybe?) 



dreamophilia 

s c hemophili a 

(as in hemophiliac) 
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